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(ring x4)

(beep)

answering machine:
Hi, the number if you effect is not at service at this time
Please, leave a message after beep

(beep)

Nelly:
Cedric? This is Nelly
Listen, why you never pick up...

(punch)

(Nelly shouts: "Owww!")

DJ Drama:
F**k you, motherf**ker
Don't f**k that n***a again

(scotchtape sound while:)

DJ Drama:
We f**k again this n***a
F**k you b***h
You f**k everytime your f**kin' n***a
Don't f**k today this s**t
We f**k that

(scotchtape sound stops)

DJ Drama:
OK, i'm f**ked
Let me leave the message
Hold on, b***h

DJ Drama (Nelly mmming):
Cedric, listen to me
This is DJ Drama speaking here
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Your boy Nelly f**k you everyday
(Mmm...)
It's true here
(Mmm...)
C'mon, listen at the phone here
Listen to me
(Mmm...)
Listen, b***h, i wanna say
That Nelly f**k you while you have answering machine
It's true, f**k
(MMM...)
(MMMMMM...)
F**k that, Nelly f**ked you everyday here
(MMM-MMMMMMMM-MMMM...)
(MMMMMMM-MMMMM...)
(MMMMMMMM-MMM-MMMMM...)
Call me as possible
Bye

(Nelly: "MMMMMM-MMMM...")

(beep)

answering machine (Nelly mmming):
(MMMMM-MMMM...)
To send the message, press 1

(number dialing)

(Nelly: "MMMMM-MMMMMM-MMM...")

answering machine (Nelly mmming):
Message send
(MMMMM-MMMM-MMMMM...)
Thanks for calling and goodbye

(dial tone)

(phone hangs up)

DJ Drama (Nelly mmming):
Listen, Nelly
(MMMMMM-MMMM...)
Shut your a*s up

(gunclick)

(Nelly: "MMMMMMM-MMMMM...")

DJ Drama (Nelly mmming):
Let me count down here



10 (MMM...)
9 (MMMM...)
8 (MM-MMM...)
7 (MMMM-MMM...)
6 (MMMMMM...)
5 (MMMMMMM...)
4 (MMMMM-MMMM...)
3 (MMMMM-MMMMMM-MMM...)
2 (MMMMMMMMM-MMMMMMM...)
1 (MMMMMMM-MMMMMM-MMMMMMM...)
Contact!

(gunshots while:)

Nelly: "MMMM-MMMMMM-MMMMMM-MMMM..."

(chair falls down)

DJ Drama:
(laughs)
Don't f**k over me, b***h
I see you later
Don't miss at all
Bye-bye, f**ker

(footsteps)

(door opens)

(door slams)
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